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• More home time: the

independence to run when
you want, where you want.

• Earn a share of the revenue

for every load hauled. As
freight rates go up, your
settlement check does too.

www.lease2landstar.com
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Follow us on Twitter @LandstarNow
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surcharges paid straight to you.
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Trucking Jobs!
Find YOUR Next Trucking Job with
One of These Great Companies!

Expedite Now is written for professional
owner operators and drivers working in the
expedited trucking industry.
Our editorial policy encompasses informing
drivers, fleet managers and carriers of the
news and information about the expedited
trucking community.
News and feature articles are compiled to
keep owner operators and drivers apprised of
industry trends and events, and other issues
which impact those who move this industry.
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Q&A
Have you thought about
starting your own expedited
freight company? Do you
already own an expedited
freight company and are
thinking about transitioning
to a long-haul trucking
company?

The

Apex Startup Program
can help you in the
startup process or can
assist you in the next steps. Here are some
frequently asked questions answered by
Apex Startup Program experts, Associate
General Counsel Reghan Grasty and
Business Startup Sales Consultant
Catherine Van Dyke.

you are regulated by the FMCSA. If
your equipment’s gross vehicle weight
is 10,001 pounds or more, you are
FMCSA-regulated, which means additional
registrations, compliance obligations,
and of course added costs. For more
information on starting an FMCSAregulated company, check out Start Your
Own Trucking Company.

What are the steps and how much What kind of experience and
does it cost to start an expedited driver’s license do I need for my
freight company?
expedited freight company?
Reghan: First, you should create
a business plan. Think about your
customers, your partners, and your
services. But keep in mind insurance and
equipment costs, both of which could
change depending on your geographical
region. To set up your company, you’ll
want to take care of various state level
and federal filings. Your equipment’s
gross vehicle weight will determine if

Reghan: Typically, you’ll need a Class
B driver’s license. A Class B license is
for those operating vehicles with a gross
vehicle weight that doesn’t exceed 10,000
pounds. If you exceed 10,000 pounds,
you’ll likely need a Class A license. Also,
your driving experience could help you
receive better insurance rates and attract
more customers. Two years of driving
experience is a good guideline.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Q&A APEX

What about a fuel card or an ELD
– do I need them?
Reghan: If you are FMCSA-regulated
due to your gross vehicle weight, you’ll
fall under the federal ELD mandate,
subject to certain exceptions. But even
if you aren’t FMCSA-regulated, check
with your state for any state-level ELD
mandates. As for fuel cards, most options
give discounts on diesel only. So, if your
vehicle uses diesel, you should take
advantage of a fuel card such as the TCS
Fuel Card. If your equipment runs on
regular gasoline, your options are more
limited. Just use your best judgment to
save gas money like you might with your
personal vehicle.

What registrations do I need
to run an expedited trucking
company? Are they different
from running a long-haul
freight company?
Reghan: Again, most registrations
depend on whether your company is
FMCSA-regulated. If you plan to haul
specific types of freight, you might need
specific equipment. Then your equipment
would indicate if you are FMCSAregulated. If so, additional registrations
and compliance obligations are required.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
then the usual long-haul payment time
frames, typically 30-40 days, apply.
Depending on the amount and frequency
of your invoices, factoring could be a
good option for you to speed up cash
flow. Contact Apex to see if factoring is
right for you.

Can I update or upgrade my
authority to a semi truck later?
Catherine: Authority types depend
on where you are hauling and your
equipment’s gross vehicle weight. If you
are already FMCSA-regulated, less steps
are involved. You’ll need to update your
current registrations and take care of
insurance and other related permits or
state filings. On the other hand, if you
aren’t regulated and have a Class B
license, you probably need to upgrade
to a Class A license and take care of the
registrations and compliance obligations
mentioned in questions 1 and 3.

Is having an expedited freight
company an easy transition to a
long-haul trucking company?
Catherine: Experience in the freight
industry helps to smoothly transition into
a long-haul trucking company. However,
experience doesn’t change the fact that
long-haul trucking companies are more
regulated.

Is getting paid for hauling
expedited freight different from Have more questions? Apex
getting paid for hauling longis here to help. Contact us
haul freight?
Catherine: Are you paid directly by your
customer or a third party? Normally,
getting paid directly by your customer
gets money in your pocket quicker. But if
you are using a broker as a middleman,
8

by calling 844-827-4521,
emailing us at startup@
apexcapitalcorp.com or
visiting the Apex website.
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11-Point Preparing Your
Checklist: Truck for Winter

EXPEDITE OWNER
OPERATORS

By Sean M. Lyden, Staff Writer

INDUSTRY

Come visit us
Booth #101 at
the Expedite Expo
July 14th and
15th in Lexington!

Is your truck ready
for winter?

Contracting Straight
Trucks and Tractor Trailers
Sign-on Bonus

If not,

the last
thing you
want to

happen is to be stuck on the side of the
road in bitterly cold conditions, especially
for an issue that could have been avoided
with proper planning.
So what can you do to prepare your truck
to reduce the risk of downtime, improve
truck safety, and be as productive—and
profitable—as possible during the harsh
winter months?
Veteran expediter Bob Caffee recently
put together a great video where he starts
underneath the hood and then walks
around the truck, pointing out essential
items to keep in mind to get your truck
ready for winter.
Here’s an 11-point checklist, based on
tips Bob shares in the video, to help you
ensure you’re covering all your bases when
“winterizing” your truck.

1. Replace belts.

saves them to have on hand “in case we
have a problem and break one.”

2. Check coolant.

You’re already checking coolant levels
during your pre-trip inspections. But
depending on the miles you have on
the truck, you might consider having the
coolant changed. And a good time to do
that is before winter arrives at full force.

3. Inspect tire pressure
sensors.

“We run a tire pressure monitoring
Bob says that he likes to start each year
system,
so we always make sure our
with a new set of engine belts as a part of
sensors
are
good and working properly,”
his winterizing routine. And if any of the old
belts still have useable life left on them, he says Bob.
14

You'll Have the Advantages Of:
Low start-up costs
Weekly pay settlements
99% no touch
No forced dispatch
Pickup and drop-off pay
Standardized fuel surcharge on all loads
Paid cargo and collision coverage
Competitive non-trucking and physical
damage insurance
Nationwide roadside service

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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www.xpo.com

866-857-4546

YOU OWN

CARRIER SPOTLIGHT

WITH THE BEST RATES IN THE INDUSTRY, YOU’LL FEEL LIKE

The Flexibility to Build Your
Expedited Trucking Business
for the Long Haul
When you build your business in
expedited trucking, you gain the opportunity
to travel the country while earning premium
pay rates to haul interesting, often highvalue, freight.
But a challenge that many new expediters
don’t consider before they get into the
business is that you tend to be out on the
road for weeks at a time and often have to
“sit” for extended periods between loads.
So, what if you could build your business
in expedited trucking in a way that also
gives you the flexibility to take on other
types of freight that help you get home
sooner or shorten your wait times?

ArcBest truckload or dedicated lanes so
they can get home more often and minimize
their "sit times."
This way, you have more options to keep
your truck rolling, making money for you
and your family. Panther’s rate per mile is
higher than the industry average—top 20
percent in pay average.
Panther drivers hold Class A or Class B
CDL, operating cargo vans, straight trucks
and 53-ft. trailers. Whichever type of vehicle
you’re looking to operate, Panther can help
you build a successful business with it.

Now, you can with
Panther Premium
Logistics®

How can you put the worry
of finding freight behind
you - and focus on getting
on the road, getting paid,
and getting home more
often? Contact Panther to
explore how they can be
your partner for long-term
success in the expedited
trucking business. Call
1-800-640-7055 Or visit:
join.pantherpremium.com.

That’s because Panther is a service of
ArcBest®, a multibillion-dollar company
offering integrated logistics solutions to a wide
range of industries, including retail, government
and defense, automotive, manufacturing, life
sciences, events and entertainment.
As a member of the ArcBest family,
Panther owner-operators are not only part
of the company's ground expedite fleet, but
they also gain the opportunity to handle
18

The Next Step
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THE ROAD
Rates For Team Tractor Trailer
Contractors Start At

$1.52 - $1.57
PER LOADED MILE PLUS FUEL

Increased Revenue & Opportunities within Panther’s Life Science & Government Fleets
UP
TO

$

5,000

TRACTOR SIGN-ON BONUS

UP
TO

$

3,000

STRAIGHT TRUCK SIGN-ON BONUS

$0 DOWN TRACTOR LEASE PURCHASE
STRAIGHT TRUCK FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE
DO AMAZING THINGS WITH PANTHER
Call today 866.344.5898
Visit panther4me.com

Panther Premium Logistics ® is a wholly owned subsidiary of ArcBest Corporation . ©2016 ArcBest Corporation. All rights
reserved. All service marks featured are the property of ArcBest Corporation and its subsidiaries. *All statements and
requirements are for advertising and marketing purposes only. Average rates per mile include Team, Hazardous Material,
FSC rates, and other accessorials. Lease purchase vehicles are not eligible for sign-on bonuses. Leasing & nancial
options are through a third party nance company and not legally aﬃliated with Panther.

PREPARING FOR WINTER

4. Inspect brakes.

Bob says that he performs a thorough
brake inspection in the fall to make sure
“brake pads are thick enough to get us
through the winter.”

5. Treat the windshield.

“This is the time of the year when I make
sure I've treated the windshield with Rain-X
or some type of aquaphobic coating on the
glass,” says Bob.

6. Carry an extra set of
windshield wipers.

“If you're running in ice and snow, and
the wiper blades get built up with ice, you
can just get out and swap [the wipers],
throw the other ones under the defroster
or on the floor to thaw out, and you're ready
to go with another fresh set," says Bob.

7. Carry extra windshield
washing fluid.

Make sure your windshield washer system
is working properly and carry an extra gallon
with you during the winter months, says
Bob. “The law requires it to work. And I've
had DOT officers ask me if I had an extra
gallon. So I always carry an extra gallon of
windshield washer fluid.”
Bob also recommends using winter blend
washer fluid so that it will melt ice and snow
whenever you're running in those conditions.

8. Check the wiring.

“On the chicken lights, if you have any,
always check the wiring to make sure it's
not hanging, or it's not going to gather up
ice and snow," says Bob. "Same with your
mid-turn signals. We have wiring back
there that's going to get exposed to the rain
spray and the ice and snow coming off.
22

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

So make sure [that wiring] is tied up well."

9. Prep tire chains.

Bob says he uses automatic tire chains
from Onspot (https://www.onspot.com/),
which cover the tires as-needed without
having to stop the vehicle. The system
engages and disengages by flipping a
switch on the dashboard. This way, the
driver doesn’t have to get out the truck
in harsh weather conditions to manually
install or remove the chains.
"I always take [the Onspot chains] off
in the spring, so they're not just hanging
underneath [the truck]. I then reinstall them
[for the winter], making sure they're adjusted
and do their swing properly," says Bob.

10. Rotate Tires.

“During the summer, we run trailer tires
on our drive axle. So, in the fall, I change
them back to a lug or a drive-type tire,”
says Bob. Why?
“We do that for two reasons,” says Bob.
“We get better fuel economy when we run
a trailer-type tread on the drive axle, and
also, our drive tires last longer because
they don't get run during the summer. So
it's a bonus both ways for that.”

11. Retorque lug nuts.

“It's a good idea to have the lug nuts
retorqued, even if you haven't gotten new
tires lately, to ensure everything's in good
condition there,” says Bob.

The Bottom Line

During the winter months, be extra
vigilant with your daily pre-trip inspection,
says Bob. “Double check and make sure
everything is functioning properly, that all
the lights work, the wires are tied up and
secure so that ice and snow don’t gather
up on them and pull them down." EN
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CARRIER SPOTLIGHT

The Freedom
to Run Your
Business
Your Way
Looking for a business opportunity in
expedited trucking that will give you the
freedom to run your business in a way that
fits your lifestyle and financial goals?
The challenge is the traditional trucking
carrier model typically doesn’t offer that
level of freedom. Instead, owner-operators
are often in a position where they aren’t in
control of their business success - and are at
the mercy of a carrier’s dispatch department.
Enter Landstar, an expedited trucking
carrier that offers a different way of
doing business for owner-operators—or
business capacity owners (BCOs), as
Landstar calls them.
With access to thousands of loads and no
forced dispatch, Landstar owner-operators
have the freedom to run their business their
way. At Landstar, you decide which loads
to haul, when and where you run, and when
to go home.
In fact, it was the high level of freedom
available at Landstar that drew long-time
team expediters, Bob and Linda Caffee, to
sign on as Landstar BCOs four years ago.
“We run our own business and it’s
as close to having your own authority
as possible without the billing hassles,”
explains Linda Caffee. “We work when we
24

want and go home when we want, with
absolutely no penalty. We are treated as
true business owners.”
Committed to the success of its
independent owner-operators, the Landstar
Contractors’ Advantage Purchasing
Program or LCAPP®, is a unique cost
savings program, which offers discounts
that lower operating costs.
“Fuel discounts are comparable or better
than what any company offers their drivers,”
says Caffee. “The LCAPP discounts don’t
stop at fuel, there are discounts on tires,
equipment, hotel stays and so much more.”

The Next Step
At Landstar you have the
freedom you want to run
your expedited trucking
business your way. Define
success on your terms,
explore the freedom
available at Landstar.
Call 800-622-0658 or visit
LeaseToLandstar.com
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From Owner Operator to Fleet Owner:

How to Make a
Smooth Transition

By Sean M. Lyden, Staff Writer

BUSINESS
“If you buy a truck,
I’ll run it for you.”
These words from a friend
changed the trajectory
of Donna Sleasman’s
career in expedited
trucking in 2014.

Sleasman,

who
had started in long-haul trucking in the
early 1980’s, became an expedite owneroperator in 2000 and continued in that
role for the next fourteen years.
Then in early 2014, a friend told
Sleasman about her frustration with the
way her current fleet owner was treating
her and challenged Sleasman to buy
another truck to become her new owner.
And in August of that year, Sleasman
took her friend’s challenge to heart and
bought a second truck. But she didn’t stop
there, as she took delivery of two more
trucks within the next six months. Today,
Sleasman operates a total of seven trucks
in her fleet, including five straight trucks,
28

one van, and one tractor—with all vehicles,
except the tractor, leased to FedEx
Custom Critical.
What lessons did Sleasman learn to
make the transition from owner-operator to
fleet owner as smooth as possible? Here
are four.

#1. Determine whether
fleet ownership is right
for you.
What were some of the first steps
Sleasman took to prepare before she
bought that second truck? Did she write
out a business plan or anything formal
like that?

The E-zine for Expedite Truck Owner Operators!
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SMOOTH TRANSITION
“Really nothing along those lines,”
says Sleasman. “I've always been good
with the numbers in this business. And
I put my numbers down, with my worst
case scenario. And I thought I could
make it work.”
But when it comes to succeeding as a
fleet owner, you also need to think about
the human aspect of managing a fleet,
says Sleasman.
Take, for example, the need for patience.
“A lot of drivers tell me, ‘I don't know how
you do it because I would tell those drivers
to pack their crap and get the heck out
of my truck.’ But I tell them that you can't
do that. You have to be reasonable. You
have to talk to them because getting mad
and yelling at somebody doesn't get you
anywhere in this business."
Then there’s your management style. “I
don’t micromanage my teams and very
seldom call them. If they want to call me,
they know I’m available on my phone
24/7,” says Sleasman. “I don't want
them to think I'm calling to check up on
them; I want them to know that I trust their
judgment.”
And you also must be willing to make time for
your drivers.
“I had one team come to me from another
fleet owner because they called that owner
asking for load advice, and the owner told
them, ‘I don't have time to talk to you," and
hung up on them. And the team’s next call
was to me,” says Sleasman.
The point is that even if you don’t have
time to talk, make time, says Sleasman.
“There are plenty of times when drivers
call, and I'm thinking, ‘I don't have time to

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28

talk right now,” But I say, ‘Hi! How are you?
What can I do for you?’ That’s because
that's part of the business.”

#2. Get big or get out.
When your fleet is small, one truck that
sits can quickly eat into your profits and put
your business in jeopardy. That's because
if you own only three vehicles, and one is
sitting, you have to rely on the other two
trucks to make up the difference to pay the
overhead (monthly payment, insurance,
and so forth) associated with the third
vehicle. But the more trucks you own, the
better positioned your business will be to
absorb potential losses from a single truck
that sits.
Sleasman learned this lesson early on
when the husband on one of her teams
died of a heart attack. “That was a real
awakening,” says Sleasman. “I determined
that I had to ‘get big or get out’ because
I realized that I was too small to survive a
catastrophic event like that for long.”

#3. Expand your
driver pool.
Sleasman says she has found good
dependable drivers from outside of the
trucking industry to help her expand her
pool of potential drivers and keep her
trucks running.
"People ask me about recruiting and
keeping drivers. Usually, drivers come to
me. But I've also started taking people into
my fleet who have no driving experience,"
says Sleasman. "In fact, with one of my
top teams right now, they were installing
air conditioners in Mobile, Alabama a year
CONTINUED ON PAGE 32
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SMOOTH TRANSITION

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30

ago. They are one of my top teams right
now, and neither one of them had ever
driven a truck before."

#4. Reduce your
financial risk.
“Make sure you have money in the bank
because you can't do this business on a
shoestring,” says Sleasman.
That’s in response to a common
misperception of newbies who think they
can get rich quick in this business, says
Sleasman. “They look at the numbers
and think, ‘Oh, we can make a fortune
doing this.’ But often they have misguided
expectations of what you can actually make
with a truck. They say, ‘Well, the truck
makes $30,000 a month, and we give the
driver $12,000. That means we get to make
$18,000 a month, right?’ No, you don't. Not
even close.”
Another piece of advice: “Don't think that
you can become a fleet owner with a bunch
of older used trucks,” says Sleasman.
“Usually those trucks don't have warranties
left on them. And without the warranty, you
could put yourself in a very precarious
position.”

The Bottom Line
If you’re an owner-operator thinking
about becoming a fleet owner, how can
you ensure a smooth transition? First,
determine whether being a fleet owner is
the best “next step” in your career. Then,
before taking that step, seek advice from
professionals, like Sleasman, who have
made the transition from owner-operator to
fleet owner. This way, you can avoid the
common pitfalls and put your fleet. EN
32
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TST Expedited Services knows the marketplace, for more
than 35 years we have aligned with the right customers to
meet your independent expectations. Our owner operator
compensation package, along with huge discounts in fuel
purchases and an excellent rewards program, only begins to
tell the story for our hundreds of successful long term owner
operators. We have the business to support your investment.
Now hiring Owner Operators - Call David today!

W O O D H AV E N ,
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W W W.T S T 911.COM

ExpeditersOnline.com

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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Classifieds

Place your ad by calling • 859-746-2046

TRUCKING CAREERS

Solo & Team Straight Truck OO

Leasing Options for EVERYONE!

888-733-0712

888-249-9038

NEW TRACTOR PAY! Paid
Cargo and Liability, FSC

OTR Drivers for Straight trucks

888-674-8297

Straight Truck Drivers
888-498-2256

TRACTORS - SE MICH AND
MIDWEST!
888-404-2218

Tractor Teams
888 716-1921

CLASS A CDL DRIVERS
WANTED!
888-249-9038

Team Tractor Owner/Ops
Needed
888-513-0462

Straight Truck Teams with
REFR Unit
888-699-5884

Straight Truck Owner Operators
Wanted!
888-887-4828

Cargo Van O/O Welcome
888-829-3387

Straight Truck TEAMS Owner
Operators
888-249-9028

STRAIGHT TRUCK DRIVERS
888-897-8841

TEAM STRAIGHT TRUCK
COMPANY DRIVERS
888-733-0712

Tractor driving opportunities
888-498-2256

TRACTORS - CLEVELAND,
OHIO - SE MICH
888-404-2218

Fleet Owners and Solo Owner
Operators
888 716-1921

ExpeditersOnline.com

888-513-0462

Teams with 53' REFR Trailers

Owner Operator - Straight
Trucks - Teams, Solos Needed
888-733-0712

Straight Truck Drivers needed
888-498-2256

888-699-5884

Straight Trucks - Teams and
Solo Wanted!

Straight Truck OO

888-404-2218

888-887-4828

Sprinter Van O/O Welcome

SPRINTER VAN OWNER
OPERATORS WANTED

888-829-3387

888-249-9038

ST TEAM Contract Drivers for
Fleet Owners!

Owner-Operators needed - Flat
Bed Division

888-249-9028

888-513-0462

FLATBED DRIVERS

Expedited Team OwnerOperators w/Reefers Needed

888-897-8841

CLASS A COMPANY DRIVERS
MIDWEST TO LAREDO TX
888-733-0712

Tractor Owners
888-498-2256

SE MI Tractor OO dry van.
888-404-2218

CLASS A CDL DRIVERS
WANTED!

888-699-5884

Straight Truck Owner Operators
Wanted!
888-887-4828

Straight Truck Owner Operators
888-249-9028

DRY VAN/TRACTOR DRIVERS
888-897-8841

888-249-9038

Hiring Tractor Solo Owner
Operators - 3000 Miles Per
Week

OO Needed - Truckload

888-733-0712

888-513-0462

Reefer Teams Needed

DOD TRACTOR TRAILER
TEAMS NEEDED!

888-699-5884

888-498-2256

Semi Owner Operators Needed

TRACTOR O/O -Toronto &
London/Windsor Needed!

888-887-4828

Straight Truck O/O Welcome
(Singles or Teams)

888-404-2218

OTR O/O WANTED

888-829-3387

888-249-9038

Lease Purchase a TractorTrailer

Owner/Ops Needed - Straight
Trucks

888-249-9028

888-513-0462

OWNER/OPERATORS
WANTED

Landstar Seeks Straight Truck
Owner Operators

888-897-8841

888-699-5884

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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Classifieds

EXPEDITE TRUCKS
FOR SALE

TEAMS WANTED

DRIVER WANTED

Team wanted for 2018 D unit
Looking for Hazmat endorsed
Drivers for FedEx CC small
family owned fleet. Same
household Preferred. 2018
Freightliner Cascadia 100” Bolt
Sleeper only 79,000 miles DR
unit double bunk

Driver needed willing to team.
Trucks are signed on with XPO. I
have a great fleet owner and XPO
has kept me running. I just need a
co-driver to make this the perfect
situation. Must have at least 6
months of verifiable experience.

2006 Sterling Acterra MBE
906 330 hp Allison Auto Engine
Brake 1,500,000 miles Reman
Engine at 900,000 miles 96 "
sleeper 22' Dry van body

Valorie 717-850-6199

2016 Freightliner M2112 NEW!
100” Bolt custom sleeper,
dinette, sink, lots of cabinets,
DD13 with Alison Automatic

Samuel 631-617-5481

Team Needed for 2018 M2-112
H/W or Same Household Teams
for our 2018 FTL M2-112, fully
automatic with DD13 engine.
Loaded Bolt Custom Sleeper,
with hardwood floors, dinette.
TEAM DRIVERS ONLY!!!!
Susan 865-719-7830

Solo or team. Looking for a
team or solo to drive a 2018
Dodge Pro Master sprinter. OTR
62% of trucks gross. Possible
65% after 90 days. contracted
with XPO Logistics. Need to be
qualified through XPO.

Team Truck Available!!!
We have an immediate need for
an Established Team. We have
a fleet of Freightliner M2-112s,
with a DD-13 power plant
paired with a fully automatic
transmission. Our trucks have
96" Bolt Lux sleepers

Roy 904-625-6864

Adam 419-297-3773

Experienced FDCC TVAL Teams
Needed! GENEROUS SIGN-ON
BONUS OFFERED! Our fleet
includes brand new state-of-the
art 2019 Western Stars and
2016 Freightliner Cascadias
(all D straight trucks) with 96”
sleepers well-equipped.
Chris 704-881-3782

Team needed for 2016
automatic tractor-trailer
We have a 2016 Cascadia
automated manual transmission
opening up at the end of
September/beginning of
October for an established
team.
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Ron 800-670-0695

Randy 419-984-7946

Beverly 419-410-2800

Rob 330-571-9502

Michigan regional driver
needed. Looking for a Class A
cdl driver to run expedited in a
tractor trailer. Tractor is signed
on with Tenpoint Logistics in
Lansing, MI. You will be running
regional 300 - 500 mile range.
Sprinter class drivers opening
become o/oper. Choose your
equipment Transit or sprinter
or promaster 2015 and newer
All vans are 3 skid high roof 3k
to 4k miles per week Fusion
transportation

$4000 BONUS TEAM 'HOUSE'
144' TRACTOR
NOW OFFERING A $4000
SIGN-ON BONUS! We
now have an opening in a
newer 2015 Volvo VNL780
tractor with a GORGEOUS
144" ARI Sleeper for a WELL
QUALIFIED TEAM COUPLE.

TRUCKING CAREERS
& OPPORTUNITIES

Place your ad by calling • 859-746-2046

Solo Drivers Wanted DOT & NonDOT. looking to hire DOT and NonDOT Solo drivers!!! We primarily
run from Kansas City to the East
with the exception of Texas.
Kelly 270-629-6700

Transit van driver. I’m looking
for a driver for a new ford transit
leased to FedEx CC. Must have
class C CDL w hazmat.
Tammy 936-208-9900

Sprinter Van Solo or Team
Driver. Clean driving record Dot
med card 60 percent to driver
Fuel card Weekly direct deposit
Solo or Same Household Team
Lease Purchase Available
on 2018 Promasters 3 skid
capacity
Anthony 614-972-0541

The E-zine for Expedite Truck Owner Operators!

Call Brandon at 888-881-1872

Call Deanna at 888-619-9172

2013 Freightliner Cascadia 113
Expeditor with a 72 inch Raised
Roof Sleeper. Detroit DD13
engine and an Allison automatic
transmission and APU unit.
Call Jason at 888-258-7795

2016 Freightliner M2 106, 240
Horsepower, 6.7L ISB Cummins,
Automatic, 24'x96"x102"
Morgan Van Body w/Swing
Doors, Door Opening 88"W
x 96"T, 2500# Lift Gate, 26"
Single Bunk Extended Cab,
5,904 Engine Hours, ECM Reads
259,109 Miles,
Call John at 888-556-4089

2012 Freightliner Cascadia
- Truck is running freight
at Panther currently - well
maintained truck - fresh
overhead recently. ThermoKing
APU! UltraShift!
Call Larry at 814-449-0849

2017 Freightliner Sprinter
2500 Extended Van ready for
expediting for a team operation.
It's currently on with FedecCC.
Fridge/freezer, Microwave, lots
of storage under the bed,
Paul 850-933-9683

2013 cascadia 113 Freightliner
refeer great condition. white
glove equipment 13 speed
ultra shift 100” AA sleeper
refrigerator freezer Tv Satellite
Single full size bed New legacy
gold drivers seat on spot tire
chains

TIP!

Keep track of who you have called
and yet to call by checking the box
next to the company name.

STRAIGHT TRUCKS

REEFER

CARGO VANS

FLATBED

SPRINTER VANS
TEAMS

COMPANY

PHONE

All State Express

888-691-8304

Bolt Express

888-281-6865

Expediter Services

888-565-6403

Expeditus Transport

888-552-2174

FedEx Custom Critical

800-398-0466

Jung Express

888-575-6251

Landstar

800-622-0658

Load One

888-824-4954

Panther Premium

866-344-5898

HIRING

Premium Transportation Logistics 888-471-7811
Roadrunner Expedite

888-565-6586

Tri-State Expedited Service

888-245-4325

TST Expedited Services

888-796-5699

XPO Logistics

866-857-4546

FIND MORE TRUCKING JOBS @

&

Richard 817-304-9655

ExpediteNow.com

TRACTORS

ExpeditersOnline.com

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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Large Inventory

|

|

Custom Built Trucks
Dry Van & Reefer
Generous Specs
Turnkey Ready
Experienced Pros
After Sale Support
In-House Financing
Trade-Ins Accepted

Maximize your business
productivity and your bottom line
in an Expediter from Fyda Freightliner.
We carry the largest selection of new and pre-owned
Expediters in the USA. Let us help get you on the road now!

Call Today (614) 851-0002
w w w. f y d a f r e i g h t l i n e r. c o m

Fyda Freightliner Columbus, Inc. • 1250 Walcutt Road • Columbus, OH 43228

